DESCRIPTION

Sixty-six typewritten manuscripts on general Western Americana. This collection of vignettes, written by Frank M. Freeman, were originally intended as chapters in a book tentatively entitled *A Potpourri of Americana*. Much of the material pertains to Colorado. The subjects of the vignettes are folklore, biography (of pioneers, criminals, famous characters) and general history. Of interest to Arizona researchers would be the manuscripts on Doc Holliday, Johnny Ringo, Pearl Hart, Russian Bill and the El Tejano legend.

1 Box, .5 linear ft.

ACQUISITION

Donated by Frank M. Freeman in 1976.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was processed by Riva Dean in July 2000.

ARRANGEMENT

Manuscripts are arranged numerically.